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This jig is a value-oriented alternative to the leigh D4R, but its template 
system is just as excellent. (We tested the 18-in. model, but there are 12- 
and 24-in. versions, too.) The template fingers don’t split in half for extrawide 
pins, but that’s not a priority for most of us. Also, the jig’s reference 
surfaces are not milled but are covered with coarse sandpaper, which holds 
workpieces powerfully. 

The Super Jig actually has a few advantages over the D4R Pro. Its template 
fingers are a little closer together (7⁄8 in. vs. 1 in.), meaning you can cluster 
pins and tails closer, such as at the center of a joint. And we found its guide 
lines easier to see and line up precisely. The only true drawback was the 
Super Jig’s more limited stock-thickness capacity (as with the other leigh 
jigs, you need accessory bits to reach the full range of thicknesses and half-
blind depth). like the D4R, the bushing on the Super Jig is eccentric, so you 
must keep the router in the same orientation to get perfect joints. 

lEIgH SuPER 18 JIg
$399

Spacing: variable

Stock width (max.): 18 in.

Stock thickness: 1⁄4 in. to 13⁄16 in. for 
through-dovetails (pins board can be 
1 in.); 1⁄4 in. to 13⁄16 in. for half-blinds

Half-blind depth: 7⁄32 in. to 3⁄4 in.

If you are oK with fixed spacing and evenly sized pins and tails, plus a 
3⁄4-in. ceiling for workpiece thickness on through-dovetails, this jig is an 
exceptional value. Everything you need for precise setup is built in, making 
the learning curve short and success almost guaranteed. 

As is the case with all fixed-spacing jigs, if you want traditional half-pins 
at the ends of the joint, only certain board widths will work. In this case, the 
optimal widths start at 11⁄4 in. and go up in 1-in. steps from there, with an 
acceptable plus-or-minus range at each increment. Also, on the Porter-Cable 
half-blind dovetails go only halfway through a typical drawer front, but the 
dovetail angle is steep enough to ensure a strong joint.

The cam-action clamp bars adjust quickly and hold fast, and the router rides 
steadily atop the thick, broad aluminum templates. The smooth-cutting bits 
have 1⁄2-in.-dia. shanks for vibration-free routing. The 4216 version adds a 
template for narrower dovetails and box joints on even thinner stock.

Simpler fingers. These don’t split for extrawide pins, but 
they are just as accurate as those on the D4R.

Set it once. Once you have the template set for one side of 
the joint, you can flip it into the perfect position for the other 
half, with no further adjustment to the router or jig.

PoRTER-CABlE 4212  
DEluxE DovETAIl JIg
$160 

Spacing: Fixed

Stock width (max.): 12 in.

Stock thickness: 1⁄4 in. to 3⁄4 in. for 
through-dovetails (tails board can be  
1 in. thick); 1⁄2 in. to 11⁄8 in.  
for half-blinds

Half-blind depth: 3⁄8 in.




